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SKILLS ARE KEY



What brings  
technology?



The universe  
of big data



1 TB / day 6k tweets / second 640 TB / flight

What’s the size of this new universe?



Digital and  
people-centri
c  roles are 
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Technical 
Appendix





Calculating emerging and declining  
occupations • For each country and year, hiring for

each occupation is measured as a
proportion of total hiring for each
country-year.

• We estimated a hiring time trend for
each occupation-country combination
in the period 2008- 2017.

• We used a linear model to regress the
hiring rate on a year variable to
identify the linear trend of hiring to
smooth yearly variation.

• We then ranked all occupations
according to their hiring trends to pick
the top ten emerging and declining  
occupations according to this metric.



Calculating changes in skill 
demand
• • Step (1) is an identity. In step (2) we multiply and  

divide by the number of workers in occupation i. In  
step (3) we add across all occupations on both sides  
of the equation. In step (4) use the definition for the  
share of workers in occupation i who have skill k. In  
step (5) we use the fact that adding across  
occupations, provides the total number of workers  
with skill k.

• In step (6) we fix the moment at which the share of  
workers in occupation i with skill k is measured and  
express equation (5) as the hiring rate within that  
period. The hiring rate is defined as the change in  
employment in an occupation (or a given skill) as a  
fraction of the total change in employments within  
that period. Finally, in step (7) we express the  
change in the hiring rates as the total (discrete)  
differential. The changes are computed between the  
periods τ and t1. The first part is the between  
component and the second is the within component.



Constructing the occupation-skills 
network  graphs

• We estimate the importance of a skill in  
an occupation by measuring how much  
higher is the share of LinkedIn members  
who possess that skill in  that given  
occupation relative to the average share  
of members who possess that skill in each  
country.

• Based on these measures, we characterize
each occupation by a set of skill 
importance indexes and estimate 
proximity between occupations by 
calculating the correlation coefficients for 
every pair of occupations in each country.

• We only kept the correlation coefficients  
whichwere statisticallysignificant. The 
result is a matrix relating every 
occupation to every other in each of the 10 
countries in our sample. We then treated 
correlations as distance measures  to be 
represented in a network graph. 

• Higher values of correlations represent  
shorter distances while lower correlations  
values represent longer ones. The nodes  in 
each graph are the occupations, while  the 
edges represent the correlation between
occupations. For visualization purposes we 
kept correlations that had a  value of at least 
0.5.



Network 
statistics

• In Table 2, The United States has, on average, 3.7 related 
occupations  for every occupation while Argentina has 1.6, 
indicating that the degree  of similarity between occupations 
appears to be higher in the former.



Policy Implications and 
Recommendations
• New sources of large-scale data provide timely and granular labor market  information 
that is highly relevant for policy.

• As a final reflection, these results also show the desirability and usefulness of investing in the 
infrastructure to make new sources of data interoperable, shared across government agencies, 
and complementary to  traditional sources of information.

• Modern labor market information systems that emphasize integration and interoperability are 
necessary to facilitate the sharing and dissemination of different sources and types of data to 
generate a more complete and  timely picture of the labor market.

• This intelligence can be shared with a range of stakeholders, including parents and students, 
workers, employers, policymakers, and education  and training providers.



Muchas gracias


